
SAFE, SECURE AND AFFORDABLE 
SELF-CREDENTIALING KIOSK

Janam’s GT1 self-credentialing kiosk is a super-affordable  
solution for contactless access control and is designed to deliver 
best-in-class experiences to hospitals, retail establishments,  
restaurants, office buildings, hotels, schools, arenas and virtually  
any organization that wants to verify usually private information from 
their patrons, customers, staff and guests.

Available in countertop and wall-mounted formats, GT1 is equipped 
with the most advanced data capture technology to read barcodes, 
QR codes and passes stored in a mobile wallet. With support for the 
most advanced tap-and-go features of Apple Wallet and Google Pay, 
GT1 eliminates the need for users to unlock their phone and scroll 
through their digital wallet to find the right pass. Integrated  
proximity-based NFC technology automatically pulls the appropriate 
pass, enabling businesses to rapidly verify ticket and check-in  
information, loyalty cards, employee ID, healthcare coverage and 
other business-critical information.
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GT1 also helps businesses comply with state and local COVID-19  

testing and vaccination requirements with the ability to securely 

read both paper and digital health credentials. GT1 supports most 

digital health passes including VaxScan from Soter Technologies, 

FOBI CheckVax, Good Health Pass, IBM Digital Health Pass, SMART 

Health Card, EU Digital COVID Certificate and other  

government-compliant digital vaccination verification apps.
.
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VERSATILE DESIGN

INSTANT NOTIFICATIONS

SUSTAINED CONNECTIVITY

“PLUG-AND-PLAY”

NO TOUCH

ROBUST DATA CAPTURE

SELF-SERVICE

NFC “TAP-AND-GO”

SOFTWARE INTEGRATION

Compact and portable; fits
most spaces in countertop or 

wall-mounted format

Attention-grabbing LED
lights and audio confirm

credential status at a
distance

Maintains existing network 
connection to backend software 
solution for continued stability

Transforms an XT2+ or XT3
handheld into a fully-automated,

self-service scanning solution

Reduces the spread of
contagions via zero

contact and safe distancing

Reads all 1D/2D printed and  
digital barcodes, RFID/NFC- 

enabled tickets and wristbands

Visitors self-credential,
enabling staff to

perform other tasks

Supports advanced protocols  
for both Apple Wallet and  

Google Pay in the same device

Integrates with virtually all 
third-party software


